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UK taxpayer to fund Wylfa B?
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NFLA report outlines best practice in decentralised energy
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NFLA media releases
May 2018:

(On NFLA website.)
• NFLA question the
public liability with the
potential UK
Government – Hitachi
Wylfa B deal
• NFLA publishes report
on how Councils are
still rapidly developing
renewable energy
• NFLA queries Trident
spending when
defence budget is so
confused
• Bike for Peace rides
through the North
West
• NFLA calls on greater
transparency in talks
on funding Wylfa B
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Manchester facilitates discussion with Belarusian delegation
Letters to the media,
May 2018:

(emailed to members)
• Ireland should be
concerned about
Hinkley Point C
• Hunterston cracks
are a very serious
issue to resolve
• Hitachi talks with UK
Government show
fragility of new build
What consequences may
occur in Trump’s
decision to leave Iran
nuclear deal?
The decision by President
Trump to unilaterally pull
the United States out of
the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA)
on Iran’s nuclear programme has been widely
criticised
around
the
world.
NFLA
welcomes
the
ongoing support for the
deal with EU states,
Russia & China. Though
it is not a perfect
scheme, it has ensured
Iran has not developed
further its nuclear weapons programme, and it is
fully complying with IAEA
inspections.
It remains to be seen
what will happen next. It
also is markedly different
from the positive signs of
potential denuclearization
in the Korean Peninsula,
with a Korean – US
summit possibly taking
place on June 12th in
Singapore.
NFLA
will
monitor both issues and
work closely with Mayors
for Peace & ICAN on
them.
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Irish Parliament committee discusses Hinkley Point
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Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members
NFLA English Forum,
Oxford City Hall, 15th
June
NFLA Steering
Committee, Scotland
Forum and SC seminar,
June 21st, Edinburgh
City Chambers

Local events for the
73rd Hiroshima and
Nagasaki Peace
Ceremonies, August
6th and 9th

NFLA SC and joint
seminar with Welsh
Forum, Cardiff
County Hall,
September 28th

NFLA Scotland /
Mayors for Peace
seminar, Clydebank,
September 20th

NFLA All Ireland
Forum, Dundalk
Town Hall, October
12th (date tbc)

